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The aim of the proficiency badge

is to encourage self-education on the part of a boy
in a subject which interests him.

Lord Baden-Powell, 1916



Here I should note that this presentation covers Dynamic Electricity — that1

is, Electricity involving a (more or less) continuous flow of Electric Current.  Static
Electricity — the stuff of lightning and shocks when you shuffle across a carpet or
stroke a cat is of a different class.
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INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRICAL PRINCIPLES

WHY?

Why have youth work with Electricity?

# It requires specialized knowledge...

# It isn’t a necessary skill...

# It can be dangerous...

The basic principles of Electricity  are few and easy to comprehend.  In1

the 19  and early 20  century, electrical skills became the ticket used by manyth th

boys (and girls!) to work their way from a “life on the farm” to a well-paying

job in town or city.  In the 20  century, playing with batteries, wires, and
th

circuits introduced many youth to Electrical Technology and helped to

develop several generations of Scientists, Engineers, and Technicians who

changed the world.

THE SKILLS LEARNED CAN BECOME LIFE-LESSONS

Basic rules are fit together into a coherent and understandable system. 

Once you understand the basic “laws” of Electricity they become the key for

unlocking more complex systems.  The skills learned become lessons in mental

and manual dexterity and build confidence in tackling more complex tasks. 

The interest developed may help to give direction for a career as an

electrician, technician, or engineer.  At the very least, youth will become more

aware of the “how” and “why” behind Electrical Technology and will become

better-informed consumers.
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Dangers in life are real and cannot be avoided, but risks can be

managed.  Just as a dull knife is more dangerous than a sharp knife, so the

confidence and knowledge earned by working with basic Electrical Circuits

can become the tools for developing life-long habits and an awareness of

safety.  

Many adults are hesitant about working with Electricity.  Whether you

feel a lack of knowledge, a lack of skill, or a lack of confidence;, there is no

reason that you cannot encourage or mentor youth through the Cub Scout

Achievements or Boy Scout Merit Badges associated with Electricity.  This

module will provide basic knowledge, develop a basic awareness of Electrical

Safety, and provide resources for learning more and guiding youth.

GOING IN LOOPS

An Electrical Current can be compared to flowing water.  The amount of

water flowing is “like” an Electrical Current.  Water flows from a source to a

drain and an Electrical Current flows from the Negative to the Positive

terminal in a circuit.  If the water is shut off, there is no flow of water, if an

Electrical Current is interrupted, there is no Current Flow.

Things (often metals) that permit an Electrical Current to flow are

called Conductors.  Things which do permit an Electrical Current to flow are

called Insulators.  A closed loop that permits an Electrical Current to flow is

called a Circuit.

If the amount of “Electricity” flowing in an Electrical Circuit is called a

Current, the Pressure driving the flow (also called a Potential Difference) is

called Voltage.  You can compare it to the pressure in a water hose or the drop

in a waterfall.  If there is no Potential Difference, there is no Electrical

Current (even if there is a Closed Circuit) any more than there is a flow of

current in still pond.

If the Electrical Pressure or Voltage is great enough, many Insulators

can Conduct an Electrical Current.
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SAFETY NOTE

The flow of an Electrical Current in an undesired loop is called a Short

Circuit and should be avoided by careful insulation and practices.  If you

become a part of the Circuit, you can receive an Electrical Shock.

The human body is regulated and controlled by minute Electrical

Signals traveling through the Central Nervous System.  If these signals are

disrupted, the muscles twitch erratically and cannot be controlled by the

brain.  In quantitative terms, your body runs on signals that are fractions of a

“drop” of Electricity, batteries are capable of delivering “gallons” or

Electricity.  An Electrical Outlet can easily fill a “bathtub” with Electricity. 

Even a small undesired Electrical Current flowing in the body will cause

trouble.  Now, to a large extent we are protected from batteries and low

voltages by the resistance of our skin — whatever current flows, flows on the

surface and does not flow through lower levels.  A puncture wound with a wire

can bypass this and permit a dangerous flow of current.

Preparation is always a Scout Virtue and CPR Training along with The

First Aid and Readyman badges and achievements teach how to react to and

treat Electrical Emergencies, careful work and safe practices prevent

Electrical Emergencies.

TOOLS

Only a few tools are required for Basic Electrical Work.  A few small

Screwdrivers, a pair of Pliers, and a Combination Wire-Cutter/Stripper are

useful supplements to the ever-handy Pocket Knife.

Safety Glasses are always a good idea and should be mandatory if

Contact Lenses are worn.

An inexpensive Multimeter with the prods clipped off and replaced with

Insulates Clips will serve well for measurements and tests.



I speak as a satisfied customer of Unicorn with no interest or connection2

with the business.  There are not many places where you can find an Electronics
Retailer with such a wide selection of products.
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Soldering is not essential for basic electrical work, but it is a useful skill

and one that is easy to acquire.  Learn to solder and make up a half-dozen sets

of Test Leads from Insulated Clips and bits of old Extension Cords — you will

pick up a valuable skill and equipment as well.

Another fine project for the beginner is to convert an Orienteering

Compass into a Galvanometer.  See the Resources Section for a pointer to a

Webpage with instructions.

A BOX OF STUFF

Assembling a box of parts and materials for use in Electrical

Experiments and Projects is a minor challenge.  Twenty years ago Hardware

Stores, Toy Shops, and Trash Cans were full of the “stuff” of Electrical

Experiments.  Today its’s a bit harder to find parts, but it is still possible and

the thrill of “scrounging” parts and recycling them into something creative can

be rewarding and exciting.

In our area (Binghamton in Upstate New York), Unicorn Electronics is a

wonderful resource for Tools, Parts, and Supplies.   Radio Shack also sells
2

some useful items.

BBBBATTERIESATTERIESATTERIESATTERIES:::: Sporting Goods Stores, Hardware Stores, and Farm Supply

Stores still sell six and twelve volt dry batteries that can be used for

power sources.  You can also use transformers or storage batteries, but

these can be dangerous if used improperly and should probably be

avoided at first.  Likewise, avoid high-current batteries such as Lithium

Power Cells.

WWWWIREIREIREIRE:::: Insulated Wire is used for most projects.  Bell Wire from Hardware

Stores is useful for general work.  Speaker Wire (obtainable in most
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Television and Electronic departments) is useful as well and Telephone

Wire can be pressed into service.  Pieces of Extension Cords and bulk

Cable have uses as well when a flexible connection is needed.  Use Wire-

Cutters/Strippers to remove the insulation.  Enameled or Magnet Wire is

insulated with varnish and comes in very thin gauges.  It is useful for

winding electromagnets and coils.  The insulation is removed with

sandpaper or by scraping with a knife.

OOOOTHER THER THER THER SSSSTUFFTUFFTUFFTUFF :::: Older Hardware Stores, the “Science Project” drawer at

Lowes, Automotive Stores, Radio Shack and Unicorn sell bulbs, holders,

switches buzzers and other parts.  Old Computer Printers are one of the

few consumer products that can be taken apart to yield motors, switches,

and other useful parts.

Some magnets, nails, screws and other assorted hardware will come in handy

as will scraps of wood for the bases of “projects”.  An inexpensive

Orienteering Compass (the cheapest you can find) is handy for

demonstrations.

A TOUR OF ELECTRICAL HISTORY

In under an hour it is possible to cover the most important highlights of

Electrical History and to build up a good background in the science.  Youth

can join in the work and learn much in the process.  Along the way, there are

examples of observation, reasoning, deduction, and the scientific method.

IT ALL STARTED WITH A FROG

Luigi Galvani, professor of medicine At the University of Bologna in

Italy, was dissecting a Frog in 1766.  According to some accounts he was

simply performing an experiment; according to others he was preparing a

Frog Broth for his sick wife (medicine then being somewhat less sophisticated

than today).  Whatever the case, the dead frog’s leg suddenly twitched when

Galvani probed it with his instruments.  After recovering from his surprise,

Galvani investigated further and found that he could make a dead frog’s leg



I would be remiss if I did not note that Volta’s Pile, as shown in many3

science textbooks, is often drawn incorrectly as (CwZwCwZwC... etc.).  This is
incorrect and inefficient.  For the Pile to work properly, the Cells or (CwZ) units
must be connected in series so that C is in mechanical contact with Z.
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twitch at will if:  (a) The frog was freshly dead and still moist; (b) his

instruments were made of two different metals; and (c) the instruments

touched while he probed the frog.

Galvani continued his work and in 1783 he observed that frog muscles

would react to Static Electricity (the stuff of Ben Franklin’s experiments) thus

establishing a connection between Electricity and the Nervous System.  He

reasoned things out and concluded (incorrectly) that an Electric Fluid found

in living creatures was involved.  His reasoning may sound odd, but it was

based on accepted scientific theories involving Static Electricity and it did

explain the observed behaviors and permit them to be repeated.

Another Italian, Allesandro Volta disagreed with Galvani’s conclusions

regarding Animal Electricity and demonstrated in 1800 that an Electric

Current could be created chemically by stacking discs made of two different

metals (say Copper and Zinc) and separating the discs by wet cloth or paper

that had been soaked in an acid or base (CwZCwZCwZCwZ... etc.).   Volta’s3

Pile was the first Electric Battery and it demonstrated that the Electric

Current could be produced independent of Frogs or other animals.  Volta also

noticed that after his Pile had been in use for a while, there were physical

changes in the components: The discs made of one type of metal would start to

corrode and the cloth or paper might change color.  The exact changes

depended on the materials used to build the pile and some materials were

much more electrically active than others.

Today, Volta’s work is commemorated in the name of the International

Unit of Electrical Pressure — the Volt — and in the fact that an Electric

Battery is called in many languages a “Pile”.  Galvani lives on in the

Galvanometer — a device for measuring small electric currents.  It is also a

wonderful irony that although Galvani was wrong about the “Electric Fluid”

theory, he was on to a very important fact of Biology: That the body is
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regulated and controlled by tiny electrical impulses.  Our muscles respond to

Electric Currents and the muscles of the Frog Leg were simply responding to

the minute Electric Current generated when the metal instruments touched

together in the moist muscles of the frog.  It is also interesting to note that

Mary Shelly had read of Galvani’s research the summer she wrote her most

famous novel — Frankenstein.

AN ERRANT COMPASS

And so the news of Galvani’s discovery spread: he wrote up his

experiments and published his theory.  Volta added his observations and other

scientists repeated the work.  Electrical Investigations and demonstrations

became popular events and our location shifts to Denmark in the year 1820

where another scientist — Hans Christian Orested — was investigating the

Electric Current using a battery built to Volta’s specifications and a wire. 

When the wire was used to connect the end terminals of the battery, a small

spark was observed.  The tiny spark was an indicator of the Electric Current

and it appeared immediately as the terminals were connected.

But Orested observed something else — and this is what sets scientists

apart: they observe and record even the unexpected results.  Orested noticed

that when he connected the battery terminals and permitted the Electric

Current to flow a nearby compass needle twitched.  Now this was remarkable

because a compass needle is regarded as one of those fixed guides in nature

and we are not accustomed to see the needle depart from north except for

deviation and local attraction.  If a compass needle moves, it is because of a

local magnetic field that is stronger than the magnetic field of the earth and

Orested was sharp enough to make this leap of reasoning.

If Magnetic Fields and local deposits of iron or ferrous materials disturb

a compass needle and if permitting an Electric Current to flow in a wire also

disturbs a Compass Needle, then there must be a connection between the two

phenomena.  We can eliminate the idea that the Electric Current is creating

iron or Ferrous materials and we are left with the possibility that the Electric

Current is creating a Magnetic Field. It was a significant observation and
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Orested went further: by changing the connections to the Votalic Pile (or

battery) he noted that the compass needle twitched in the opposite direction. 

In other words, the Electric Current seemed to exhibit a Magnetic Polarity

just as a physical magnet has a North and a South pole!

Orested’s compass needle became the first real detector of the Electric

Current and it was found that winding a coil of wire around the compass

increased the effect of the current as you increased the number of turns in the

coil.  This device became known as a Galvanometer (because it detected

Galvani’s Electric Current) and the unit of Magnetic Field Strength was

named the Orested.

In fairness, it should be noted that an Italian Jurist, Gian Domenico

Romagnosi had noted this behavior in 1812, but his research had been

ignored.

A simple galvanometer is easy to make.  An inexpensive Orienteering

Compass wound with a coil of fine wire will make a serviceable instrument.  In

use, orient the compass so that the needle is in line with the coil when the coil

is not connected.  This assures that the current will most strongly affect the

needle.

Think for a moment, though, about what happened: The Electric

Current created motion and to create motion you must do work so the Electric

Current was doing work by creating motion of the compass needle and the

chemical changes in Volta’s battery were being transformed into mechanical

energy!

GOING THE OTHER WAY

We now cross the Channel to England where one of the greatest

Scientific minds in history unified the work of Galvani, Volta, Orested and

others into an important system.

Michael Faraday was born into less than auspicious circumstances at a
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time in England when social mobility was restricted.  Through a combination

of natural intelligence and fortunate happenstance, he was able to rise to a

position of importance in the British Scientific Establishment.  In the

pantheon of Great Scientists, Faraday is surely one of the greatest.

Faraday’s insight was to recognize that in Orested’s experiment the

Electric Current had created (induced) a Magnetic Field and that the magnetic

Field had created motion in the Compass Needle.  He wondered if the opposite

might not be true: Could a Magnetic Field be used to induce an Electric

Current?  By 1831 he had the answer and his apparatus was simplicity in

itself: A coil of wire connected to a Galvanometer and a magnet was positioned

near the coil.  When the magnet was thrust into the coil, the Galvanometer

indicated an Electric Current.  If the direction in which the magnet was

oriented was reversed, the Galvanometer indicated a change in the direction of

the Electric Current.  More significantly, the Electric Current was only

produced when the magnet was in motion.  In one simple experiment, Faraday

had demonstrated that the connection between Electricity and Magnetism was

reversible!  Furthermore, Physical Energy (Work) had been converted into an

Electrical Current!

Faraday is commemorated in the system of Electrical Units with the

Farad — the unit of Static Electrical Capacity.

PUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Crossing the Atlantic, we come to the United States and find Joseph

Henry, first secretary of the Smithsonian Institution and one of the greats in

American Science.  Henry’s technical feat was to combine Orested and

Faraday’s apparatus into a single device that converted Electrical Energy into

Mechanical Energy: His initial device of 1831 was refined and developed into a

coil of wire positioned between the poles of a magnet with a commentator (an

automatic switch) to create an Electric Motor.  When the Motor was connected

to a Battery, the coil began to spin between the poles of the magnet and the

rotation caused a hammer to strike a bell.  Electrical Energy was converted to



At about the same time another American named Davenport was4

experimenting along similar lines.  He also developed an Electric Motor.
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Mechanical Energy.4

Just as significant: the process was reversible.  Connect the motor to a

Galvanometer and rotate the coil and an Electric Current is produced.  The

Motor has become a Generator and Mechanical Energy is converted to

Electrical Energy.

Finally, connect a Motor to a Generator and spin the Generator.  The

Motor rotates in time with the Generator (though somewhat slower).  We thus

demonstrate the conversion of Mechanical to Electrical Energy and also that

the conversion is not perfect — losses in the conversion make the energy

output less than the energy input.

RESOURCES

There are many resources available for learning about basic electrical

principles.  Many books and online resources on electrical topics are available. 

As always, online resources should be approached with caution and it is a fact

that some books and online articles describe very dangerous practices.  That

being said, with careful guidance and example, Electrical Work (like

photographic darkroom work, wood and metal shop work, shooting, archery

and other potentially hazardous activities) is an excellent training ground for

careful and responsible technique.

Libraries,  Thrift Stores and used book stores have many older

handbooks and textbooks that provide valuable instruction.  Physics and

Science books, in particular, (especially those published before the 1960s)

often describe electrical projects in detail.

Some newer handbooks and guides are also excellent and it is worth

checking out bookstore Science and Engineering sections as well as the science

section in the “Children’s Department”.  I will note, however, that some newer
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books water things down to the point where they are outright wrong and I

have seen the same incorrect picture of Volta’s Pile reprinted from the 1960s

into the 2000s.

Lindsay Books <<http://www.lindsaybks.com/>> republishes many

out-of-print books on technology and science.  Although some of the

techniques and experiments described can be dangerous, there are many

volumes that are worth investigating.  Two that I own myself and recommend

are:  

The Boy Electrician by Alfred P. Morgan <<http://www. lindsaybks.

com/bks/boyelec/index.html>>.  I remember checking this book out of

the library many times and it is well worth the money.  Some of the

batteries described are not recommended today and it will be necessary

to fabricated some of the parts used, but this book will do much to

encourage experimentation and to foster creativity.  

Electrical Things Boys Like to Make by Sherman R. Cook <<http:

//www.lindsaybks.com/bks9/ething/index.html>> is another good

choice and it has the added benefit of describing tool usage and

shop operations (the book was written for use as a shop manual).  

From time to time the Lindsay Website is updated with projects and activities. 

The Electric Motor described at <<http://www.lindsaybks.com/arch/elmot/

index.html>> is somewhat challenging to build, but worth looking at.

Dover Books <<http://store.doverpublications.com/>> is also worth

checking out Use their search engine and explore, but check out Basic

Electricity <<http://store.doverpublications.com/0486209733.html>> a

reprint of a very extensive U.S.  Navy text that will give anyone a good

grounding in electric theory in plain and easy-to-understand language.

Popular Mechanics once published a series of “How To” project guides

under the series title The Boy Mechanic.  Some extracts have been republished

and are available through bookstores.  The original books (if you can find

them) are a treasure trove of ideas and suggestions.  Volume I in the series is
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available free online through Project Gutenberg at <<http://www.gutenberg.

org/etext/12655>>.

Among online resources, the following two will give a nice point of

departure.  Remember, use caution and be aware that some sites (including

these) may offer instructions for very advanced experiments:

# Energizer Batteries provides an extensive “Learning and

Educational Center” on its Website at <<http://www.energizer.

com/learning-center/Pages/facts-history-care.aspx>>.  Be sure to

check out the Science Center link.

# Mad Labs at <<http://madlabs.info/index.shtml>> includes a

number of projects.  Follow the links for “Electricity and

Magnetism” with special reference to the Galvanometer.


